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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BackWound (motivation for the document) (SE)

Nuclear power has been used to produce electric energy since many years. However firal
disposal of high level waste, has not yet been achieved in any country. The temporary
solution is intermediate storage of HLW from reprocessing or storage of the spent fuel.
However this is obviously not the final solution.
The final disposal of HLW must include all activities necessary to achieve a safe and
environmentally sound disposal system. This system should include not only the repository
itself but all facilities and activities necessary to achieve final disposal. This would mean
systems for transport, intermediate storage, facilities for encapsulation of the HLW etc. It
is of utmost importance that the long term safety of the repository can be assessed in a
conscientious way. One important part of this task is the validation of the models used in
performance assessment.
In Sweden as well as in USA it is the responsibility of the waste producer to handle, store,
condition and finally dispose of the waste. The responsibility of the regulatory body is to
supervise the implementors program but also to issue necessary guidance. In many
countries, including USA and Sweden, the option preferred is encapsulation of IHLW (spent
fuel) in a metal canister and the subsequent disposal in deep geologic media.
The plans for final disposal have proceeded to a stage where the preliminary steps in
achieving final disposal have already been taken and it is appropriate for the regulator to
issue guidelines to the implementor on different subjects in the demonstration of safe final
disposal of HLW. The scope of this document is restricted to aspects on validation of
performance assessment models.
There is general agreement that a repository for HLW will consist of multiple barriers. The
multibarrier principle entails different barriers to some extent independent of each others.
It is the total system that provides the long-term properties needed to ensure safety. Longterm safety can not be directly demonstrated because of the very long time scales that have
to be considered. Long term safety has to be demonstrated by using normal technical and
scientific methodology. Significant processes have to be identified, described and modelled.
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Normal steps are formulation of a conceptual model, expression of that model in a
mathematical form and fmally transforming the mathematical expressions into a computer
code. Different models can be coupled to describe the total system.
Since the safety of the repository can never be directly demonstrated reliance must be put
on Performance Assessment methodology. To achieve confidence in Performance
Assessment the relevance of the models and the model system has to be demonstrated. The
procedure to demonstrate that a specific model in an acceptable way can be said to describe
one or several processes is called validation. The process of validation is in principle a
normal scientific procedure. Normal requirements on scientific methodology should be
applied. The validation of Performance Assessment models is however not only a scientific
issue. Since long term safety can never be directly demonstrated not only scientists have to
rely on the indirect method for model validation but also politicians, decision makers and
the general public. A clear and transparent method for validation will help in reaching
confidence in demonstrating long-term safety of fmal disposal.
Discussions on Performance Assessment Methods and Validation Issues should be not be
restricted to the scientific community but should be broadened to include decision makers,
politicians, opponents to nuclear power and nuclear waste. A broad discussion can
contribute to better understanding and also lead to a more comprehensive validation
procedure.
1.2 Objective (Nicholson, NRC)
The primary objective in developing and documenting this paper is to develop and
document guidance on validation of performance assessment models for nuclear waste
repositories from a regulatory perspective for the licensee. Secondary objectives are to; (1)
provide a means by which the two regulatory agency staff (SKI and NRC) can develop and
document a technical and regulatory rationale for validation activities and development of
validation strategies, (2) draw conclusions on the accomplished work (e.g., INTRAVAL,
GEOVAL-90) in the field of validation related to nuclear waste disposal and to begin
planning for future research efforts, and (3) provide an opportunity for the development
of a consensus on validation issues and their resolution from regulatory and scientific
perspectives.
1.3

General Discussion on the confidence in PA (introduce relevant terms and concepts
for PA and validation) (Eisenberg, NRC)
1.3.1 Elements and procedures of a performance assessment
1.3.2 Building of Confidence in PA (completeness, scenario development,
Process System, peer review, need for formalized procedures for
choice of appropriate modeling approach: validation)
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1.3.3 Tentative formulation of the validation issue (wait until 1.5 to define
model)
1.4

Regulatory Perpective (Fehringer, NRC)
(Philosophical discussion of regulator's needs for validation)

1.4.1 Confidence Level for Determining Compliance
In the U.S. (and in Sweden?) the test of compliance with regulatory criteria is "reasonable
assurance." This concept recognizes that absolute assurance of compliance is neither
possible nor required. Instead, analogous to the "reasonable man" concept of law, the
applicant must provide such information as may be necessary to convince a reasonable
decision-maker that compliance with regulatory criteria will be achieved. It is important
to recognize that the regulatory perspective on model validation may be different from the
scientific perspective. For regulatory purpose, less thorough validation may be acceptable,
depending on the importance of the model in the overall decision regarding repository
acceptability.
1.4.2 Means for Demonstrating Reasonable Assurance
There are several ways to generate confidence that a repository will perform safely,
including testing components of the repository system, comparisons with analogues, use of
engineering judgment to project performance, incorporation of conservative or redundant
barriers in the design of the repository system, and modeling of the performance of the
repository and/or its components. In the U.S. (and in Sweden?) the repository developer
has wide latitude to include any or all of these in his demonstration of repository safety.
As noted above, for regulatory purposes the degree of rigor required for model validation
is determined by the importance of a model in the overall decision regarding repository
acceptability.
1.4.3 Performance Allocation
Development of a strategy for demonstrating reasonable assurance of repository safety is
referred to as "performance allocation." A performance allocation must show both the
level of performance to be achieved by each component of the repository system and the
degree of reliance which the applicant proposes to place on the component to achieve a
given level of performance.
1.4.4 Definition of "Validation"
When used in connection with repository licensing, "validation" means demonstrating that
a model is sufficiently accurate for the purpose for which the model is used. The need for
model validation depends on the applicant's use of other means for demonstrating
3
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reasonable assurance. There is no unique answer to the question "How much validation
is enough?" and, therefore, no validation strategy without considering the applicant's
overall approach for demonstrating compliance.
1.5

SCOPE OF DOCUMENT (SKI)

The scope of the document includes:
Validation issues for performance assessment (PA)
models including methodology.
1.5.1 The PA system - definition of PA models
1.5.2 Limitations
Topics to be identified but not to be developed and discussed in detail include;
quality assurance
scenario methodology
verification of computer codes
methods for sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis
models to be used to synthesize raw data into
parametric values for use in PA models (but
include validity of underlying assumptions
when interpreting data)
All models relevant to system performance (not only release and transport models).
Perspectives or views on validation, but not formal guidance to the licensees.
Validation issues for high-level radioactive waste (HLW) PA which may also be applicable
to LLW and ILW will be identified.
2.

STATEMENT OF THIE PROBLEM FROM SCIENTIFIC & REGULATORY
PERSPECTIVES (SKI)

2.1

Scientific & Engineering Practice
-

scientific method of testing hypothesis, invalidation

-

individual processes may be interesting

-

engineering practice builds on interpolation and experience
4

2.2

2.2

Regulatory Needs
-

only processes relevant to waste disposal safety

-

need to understand coupled systems

-

extrapolation into relevant time and scale.
Interpolation not possible

Regulatory Needs

The responsibility to demonstrate the safety of a disposal system rests with the
implementor. The implementor should present satisfactory assurance that the methods that
are used to demonstrate long-term safety of a repository system can be relied upon. From
a regulatory point of view it is necessary to assess the evidence that the implementor
presents and to decide weather satisfactory "proof" has been presented. To be able to
judge in this very important matter a great responsibility is placed also on the regulator.
In reality the competence of the regulator in Performance Assessment and Validation Issues
must be the same as for the implementor.
From a regulatory point of view it is possible to accept a conservative approach in
validating PA Models. The conservative approach will however have its obvious
drawbacks. Conservatism in several steps can lead to very unrealistic performance
assessments and results. Optimization of the repository system that in any circumstance is
a very difficult task given the very long time frames, will be even more difficult or
meaningless with a conservative approach in PA and Model Validation.
Criteria
Sub-system Models
Sub-system Criteria
Time scales 10,000 years
Geosphere
Accessible Environment
2.3

Difficulties in Validating PA Models (Identify and Discuss Conflicts) (SKI)
-

extrapolation of a model to parameter range where it has not been tested
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uncertainties of a conceptual nature cannot be described quantitatively
processes or boundary conditions of little importance for repository
performance could be of fundamental importance in the analysis of the
experimental data. Thus analyzing complicated experiments could show a
diminishing return.
validation of PA models is made more difficult by the fact that many
of the extremes of the problem (e.g., long temporal and spatial scales
and uncertainties on future states of nature) are handled by using
conservative analyses. In the absence of a single valid conservative
model, the behavior of the repository requires a careful treatment of
uncertainties. Rather than validating a single conceptual model, it
becomes necessary to defend or validate the assumptions and
extrapolations corresponding to a range of conceptual models.
2.3.1 Discussion of Conservatism versus Realistic Modeling (SKI)
-

realistic modeling puts higher demands on models and input data

-

quantification and discussion of uncertainties should be based on realistic
cases as possible

-

the need for validation of models increases with the uncertainty from their
applications in PA

-

conservatism may resolve non-quantifiable uncertainties

-

conservatism may save resources better spent in resolving other uncertainties
However, the use of conservative assumptions involves new problems

-

it is not self evident that an assumption is conservative, especially in a
coupled non-linear system

-

a conservative assumption could lead to a non conservative result if the
assumption is based on an invalid model

-

too many conservative assumptions will make the performance assessment
very unrealistic and will thus counteract the understanding of the system

-

a clear and thorough discussion of the "typical" assumptions used in
performance assessment of nuclear waste disposal is needed to begin
6
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a discussion of conservative versus realistic modeling. This discussion
will provide a background for describing the rigor of the treatment of
the individual processes. Inherent in the discussion is the importance
of the individual process to the regulatory finding.
2.3.2 Discussion of Uncertainty and Acceptability (SKI)
-

acceptability can only be attained with a robust approach. This implies that
both qualitative acceptance criteria and quantitative judgement require
systematic and transparent procedures based on understanding. Thus
validation efforts are also needed in order to promote understanding.

-

is it possible to let a performance assessment start from the best estimate and
then explore the uncertainties?

-

the validation processes/analysis should provide information on the magnitude
of the uncertainties in these estimates. The uncertainty in the performance
assessment is then obtained by incorporating these uncertainties in the
analysis.

-

is it possible to discuss the uncertainty as a (negative) measure of validation?

-

validation of a model can only be judged in its proper context: in a
performance assessment

-

regardless of the degree of realism that can be achieved in any
individual process, uncertainties will need to be addressed in
terms of acceptability this discussion will need to address the
relevance of uncertainty to the acceptability of the regulatory
rfnding.

3.

VALIDATION ISSUES EVOLVING FROM PA STUDIES (NRC/SEI)

3.0

ROLE OF PA STUDIES IN VALIDATION (McCartin)

The validation process has been examined in many forums (HYDROCOIN, INTRAVAL,
GEOVAL) with the following observations being made: 1) validation is an iterative process
between data collection and model testing, 2) performance measures and acceptance criteria
are key aspects of validation, 3) the need for complex as well as simple models, and 4) the
need for site-specific validation. Performance studies are linked to all of the above
observations.
Performance assessment studies generally attempt to quantitatively evaluate the behavior
of a system with respect to a particular function. In this regard, it becomes important to
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ensure that all the important processes are considered in the model and that the models are
"valid" for the particular application. A close relationship needs to exist between the
validation of individual models and the application to which the models will be applied (i.e.,
the performance assessment). The iteration between experimentation and model testing
should also include performance assessment analysis. The inclusion of performance
assessment type calculations would offer a number of benefits such as: 1) an improved
understanding of the relationship of the validation performance measure relative to the PA
results; 2) assuming an uncertainty analysis is conducted, a quantification of the some of
the effects that model improvement would have on performance; and 3) insights on what
site-specific issues need further examination.
Performance assessment also provides a critical feedback mechanism to better understand
the relationship of the individual processes that are being validating with the global analysis
which pulls together a large amount of the models and site information. PA studies should
provide guidance to validation studies as to the more critical models, modeling assumptions,
and parameters in terms of the intended purpose of the PA.
It is very important to recognize many of the limitations of PA. First, the PA results are
dependent on the quality of the models and the site characterization. At the early stages
of site development, model development and site characterization can be very speculative,
and thus the PA results must be utilized very carefully and should be supplemented with
other evidence when assigning validation priorities. Second, the reliance on models is
pervasive in all aspects of the PA process. While model validation attempts to isolate a
limited set of processes to test, the PA pulls all the processes together that relies on many
models (which can be very simple to allow the more global calculation) which attempt to
represent anticipated behavior. Modeling can be performed to assist selection of the simple
models and assignment of parameters. It can be a very difficult task to obtain coherent
information at early stages of development.
Finally, a major limitation is the fact that many of the modeling assumptions and
parameters (e.g., dispersion length, fracture connectivity) important to PA and validation
are not directly measured but inferred from other measurements. PA analyses should be
used to point to these type of parameters as validation issues. Ababou (1991) stated
"Realism dictates that the spatial structure of the least accessible material properties, such
as relative conductivity curves, be analyzed indirectly through correlations with more easily
measured parameters." Therefore, auxiliary models need to be developed and tested in
order to correlate the parameterized conductivity curves with, say, void structure, porosity,
and saturated conductivity".
3.1

Summary of Issues & Condlusions Evolving from SKIs Project 90 (SKI)

In mid 1991 the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI, presented a performance
assessment project, Project-90 (SKI, 1991) which was started in 1986. Technically, Project90 has been performed as an assessment of a hypothetical repository system with KBS-3
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(KBS-3, 1983) features (i.e. spent fuel stored in copper canisters surrounded by a bentonite
buffer emplaced at approximately 500 m depth in saturated crystalline rock) located at a
synthetic reference site. The reference site geology represents 'typical Swedish crystalline
rock'. Project-90 has strongly affected current and future SKI activities and regulatory
strategy within the nuclear waste area.
In Project-90 some critical issues that need to be resolved in time for the final license
application have been identified. In order to resolve these issues validation efforts are
needed, or alternatively another approach in demonstrating safety. Even if the conclusions
reached do not represent formal regulatory statements they win form the basis for the
regulatory work in the coming years.
Project-90 demonstrated that the near-field is a potentially very important barrier, partly
due to the far field uncertainties and partly due to that more near-field processes were
included in the analysis, compared to earlier studies. More attention to the near-field
mechanisms thus seems promising. Still in order to take full credit of the near-field barriers
more knowledge is needed on e.g.:
- the coupling of the different near-field processes and the effect these coupling may
have on radionuclide release
- processes that may cause canister failure, including gradual failure
- the mechanisms for release of radionuclides from the spent fuel
- flow and transport properties of the buffer and tunnels
- flow and transport properties of the nearfield rock
- how the near-field is altered due to external events
It should be noted that uncertainty in near-field performance stems both from an
uncertainty in physical and chemical processes (fuel dissolution, nuclide mobility etc.) and
from the uncertainty caused by the spatial variability of the crystalline rock, (e.g., Darcy
flow and matrix diffusion).
Project-90 indicates that only few geosphere parameters matter for repository performance.
However, partly this conclusion is built upon the assumptions that it is possible to identify
large blocks of relatively low permeability in the rock mass. Furthermore, due to the
pronounced spatial variability of crystalline rock, some geosphere properties need to be
known much better than at present. Thus, important issues are:
- the credibility that the block of low permeability really exist
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- the spatial distribution of Darcy flow in the rock mass between the near-field and
the first major fracture zone
- capacity for matrix diffusion and its correlation to the flow distribution
It is possible that these properties may be estimated for small portions of rock. However,
even if improved, site characterization techniques may be inapt to provide the data for
predicting transport over very long distances. Given limited resources these considerations
point out the need for a well thought out strategy for what to measure in the far-field.
Important uncertainties are also related to the occurrence of future events. To some extent
the uncertainty is related to the probability that an event will occur, but more often the
problem is to determine the realistic consequence of an external event. These two problems
are to some extent complementary. If the event is described in very general terms, like
glaciation, it is not very difficult to estimate a probability of its occurrence, but the
consequence of the event is uncertain due to the many coupled phenomena leading to an
effect of direct consequence to the repository (like canister failure). Similarly, the
consequence of very precise events, like faulting through a canister deposition hole, is
relatively easy to predict, but the probability of the occurrence of the event is indeed
difficult to estimate. In Project-90 the strategy adopted has been to start from rather
general external events and then by modeling explore the consequence of these events. This
approach put demands on further knowledge on processes in the rock.
3.2

Summary of Issues & Conclusions Evolving from NRC's Iterative Performance
Assessment (iPA) (Eisenberg, NRC)

In order to better review licensing submittals for a high level waste repository, the U.S.
NRC staff has expanded and improved its capability to conduct performance assessments.
A demonstration of this capability used limited data from Yucca Mountain Nevada to
investigate a small set of scenario classes. Models of release and transport of radionuclides
from a repository via the groundwater and direct release pathways provided preliminary
estimates of releases to the accessible environment for a 10,000 year simulation time. Latin
hypercube sampling of input parameters was used to express results as distributions and
to investigate model sensitivities. This demonstration of methodology should not be
interpreted as an estimate of performance of the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain.
Based on this preliminary analysis and the limitations noted, the staff has some preliminary
recommendations regarding the directions for further technical work. These suggestions
are based on insights gained during the Phase 1 effort. Although these suggestions derive
from this work, they are not necessarily unique to this work, are generally consistent with
scientific intuition, and are largely consistent with planning documents such as the DOE
SCP. These recommendations have all the limitations inherent in the analyses on which
they are based.
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The suggestions for technical improvements, that are related to validation issues, can be
grouped into two categories:
1. suggestions for refining or for additional auxiliary analyses to help better evaluate
the performance estimates obtained;
2. suggestions for refinements to or additions to the scientific basis, including the
methodologies available, for arriving at estimates of repository performance.
Auxiliary Analyses
The following are recommended improvements to and extensions of the auxiliary analyses.
These appear to be important aspects of a performance assessment, requiring more detailed
study, which were not within the scope of Phase 1.
1. Perform detailed geochemical analyses to investigate:
use of K 's (distribution coefficients)
effects ofspatially varying saturation on
radionuclide migration
-

-

waste form, groundwater, tuff reactions
waste package degradation
oxidation of the spent fuel matrix
plutonium behavior

o

In the Phase 1 demonstration KD's were used in estimating the transport of
radionuclides. Because of the complex and time-consuming nature of detailed
geochemical analyses, which are an alternative to the KD approximation, additional
modeling efforts are likely to use the Kp approximation. Therefore, an auxiliary
analysis to show how good this approximation is and under what conditions it is
more or less accurate would be useful.

o

In the Phase 1 demonstration the effects of spatially varying saturation were
assumed to be limited to changing the amount of groundwater available for
advection and dispersion, as the groundwater moved through various units. The
possibility of a more complex influence of the variation in saturation along the
migration path on the transport of radionuclides was not considered. For example,
some reactions, such as those that result in precipitation, may be dependent on the
amount of water available.
An auxiliary analysis to determine how wel
approximations useful in fully saturated flow can be extended to model partially
saturated flow would be useful.

o

In the Phase 1 demonstration the dissolution of the waste form was based on a
simple model of the solubility of a particular radionuclide in the groundwater. A
more complex, comprehensive, realistic treatment of the dissolution of the waste
form that considers the complex interactions of the waste form, the host rock, and
11

the ground water would help to determine the accuracy of the simpler modeling
approaches.
o

In the Phase 1 demonstration a non-mechanistic model of waste package
degradation was used. An essential ingredient of more realistic treatment is to
consider the geochemical interactions among the canister, host rock, and
An auxiliary analysis of this type could indicate important
groundwater.
parameters, outstanding questions regarding phenomenology, and the directions
for additional work to take.

o

In the Phase 1 demonstration oxidation of the spent fuel matrix was a phenomenon
important in determining the behavior of the source term, especially the gaseous
phase releases of C-14. Various empirical and semi-empirical approaches were
employed to describe this phenomenon. Detailed geochemical analyses of the rate
of spent fuel matrix oxidation and the dependence on temperature and
geochemical conditions would help to determine whether this phenomenon is
understood well enough and whether the modeling needs improvement.

o

In the Phase 1 demonstration plutonium appeared to be a major contributor to the
total system performance measure, the EPA ratio. An auxiliary analysis to
evaluate the adequacy of the transport modeling of plutonium and to determine
whether the geochemical data base for plutonium interactions with tuff is
adequate, would be useful. The geochemical behavior of plutonium in the near
field would also be a useful subject of study.

2.
Evaluate heat effects at early times; estimate the thermal, hydrologic, and
geochemical environment of the repository at early times.
In the Phase 1 demonstration the calculated performance did not explicitly take
into account the thermal, hydrologic, and geochemical conditions of the repository
at early times and how such conditions might affect performance. Consequently,
the design, environmental, and site conditions that influence these conditions were
not explicitly modeled. An auxiliary analysis of these complex interactions could
help to determine which phenomena and parameters to include in improved
models of repository performance.
3.

Evaluate importance of thermally and barometrically driven air flow on repository
performance at Yucca Mountain.

In the Phase 1 demonstration, ground-water flow was calculated using a simple, onedimensional flow approximation which did not include interaction was fluids in the
gaseous phase. The SCP, SCA, and other documents (including several reviewed as
part of the Phase 1 effort) indicate that the barometrically and thermally driven flow of
air and water vapor at Yucca Mountain may have a significant impact on the movement
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of groundwater and, therefore, may have a potential impact on repository performance.
An auxiliary analysis of the nature of such thermally and barometrically driven gas
flows and their impact on the movement of groundwater at Yucca Mountain could
indicate whether such effects should be included explicitly in models of repository
performance.
4.
Perform detailed hydrologic analysis for Yucca Mountain, to provide a better
input to the transport analysis and to examine, in more detail, various alternative
hypotheses regarding hydrology at Yucca Mountain.
In the Phase 1 demonstration the hydrologic analysis consisted of a one-dimensional,
steady approximation to the unsaturated flow conditions at Yucca Mountain. Detailed
hydrologic analyses that evaluate the applicability of these and other assumptions
(steady, one-dimensional vertical, fixed water table location) and that evaluate the
effects of regional flow conditions could indicate the direction for improved modeling of
repository performance.
Additional Scientific Input
The following are recommendations for additional scientific input (N.B.: some of these
items could be performed by either the DOE or NRC, while others are clearly the
responsibility of DOE). These suggestions were clearly beyond the scope of Phase 1, but
were identified as gaps in knowledge on the work in Phase 1 was in progress.
1.
Develop and demonstrate a mathematically rigorous, scientifically robust method
for scenario analysis.
In the Phase 1 demonstration an attempt was made to follow the methodology for
scenario analysis developed by Sandia National Laboratories. Conceptual and logical
problems were encountered when attempting to define, enumerate, and screen scenarios.
A more mathematically rigorous, scientifically robust approach to scenario analysis
would streamline the interactions between modelers and various scientific disciplines and
would permit a more transparent, direct derivation and presentation of results.
2.

Obtain geoscience input for modeling volcanism.

During the Phase 1 demonstration some consideration and evaluation was given to the
scientific basis available to model the occurrence and manifestation of volcanism.
Although some information was found regarding the previous occurrences of volcanism
at Yucca Mountain, the physical mechanisms for predicting site-specific volcanism at
Yucca Mountain appear to be poorly understood. Some information was also found
regarding how different types of volcanic events might be manifested within or nearby a
repository. It would be useful to perform a comprehensive review of potentially
valuable literature , as well as to give consideration to additional general and site13

specific information and original research needed to estimate the likelihood and
consequences of volcanism at Yucca Mountain.
3.
Obtain geoscience and hydrologic input to modeling faulting, uplift, and
subsidence at Yucca Mountain.
During the Phase 1 demonstration tectonic events and processes such as faulting, uplift,
and subsidence were identified as potentially important fundamental events that should
be considered in defining and selecting scenarios for a performance assessment of a
Yucca Mountain repository. Although some substantial information has been compiled
(e.g. see the SCP) on these processes and events in the tectonic province and in the
immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain, additional field data and other original research
may be needed. A more comprehensive review of applicable literature and a definition
of additional data needs would be useful.
4.
Obtain laboratory chemical analysis to determine the partitioning of radionuclides
in various compartments of the spent fuel waste form.
During the Phase 1 demonstration an important issue regarding the behavior of spent
fuel as a waste form was the quantity of various radionuclides in various compartments
of this complex waste form. Spent fuel can be considered to consist of at least five
different compartments (proceeding from outside in): (1) crud adhering to the outer
surface of the cladding, (2) the cladding, (3) the gap between the cladding and fuel
pellets, (4) the intergranular spaces in the fuel matrix, and (5) the fuel matrix itself.
The rate of release of a radionuclide depends on the compartment in which it is located,
because of the physical and chemical form it may be in and because compartments
closer to the geosphere may release their radionuclide inventory first.
This
consideration appears to be important in determining the rate and quantity of C-14
release. However, very little data on the inventory of various nuclides in these various
compartments of spent fuel were found. This paucity of data limited the Phase 1
analysis.
5.
Obtain field and laboratory data on phenomena important to the near-field
behavior of the repository, especially the effects of heat.
Although the Phase 1 demonstration explicitly took into account the thermal,
hydrologic, and geochemical conditions in the near-field of the repository and how such
conditions might affect performance, considerations of such complex, near-field
interactions was limited to rudimentary, frequently nonmechanistic modeling. Although
an auxiliary analysis of these complex interactions could help to determine which
phenomena and parameters to include in improved models of repository performance,
execution of such auxiliary analyses appears to be limited by the dearth of
phenomenological information and data available for tuff. Additional field and
laboratory experiments could provide needed data.
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6.

Obtain more data on plutonium geochemistry.

In the Phase 1 demonstration plutonium appeared to be a major contributor to the total
system performance measure, the EPA ratio. An expansion of the geochemical data
base for plutonium interactions with tuff may be useful.
7.

Obtain a better understanding of waste package corrosion in the unsaturated zone.

In the Phase 1 demonstration an ad hoc distribution of waste package failure was
employed, in large part because few data or analyses exist that treat the corrosion of
waste packages in a partially saturated repository. On the basis of the literature review
performed as part of Phase 1, it appears that additional phenomenological data are
needed to bring the understanding of this subject to the level that would allow modeling
waste package corrosion in the unsaturated zone.
8.
Obtain field and laboratory data and perform analyses to investigate the issue of
nonvertical flow at Yucca Mountain.
An assumption used in the Phase 1 demonstration transport calculations was that flow
was vertically downward in four columns underlying the repository. An auxiliary
analysis, performed in Phase 1, to evaluate the potential for nonvertical flow indicated
that nonvertical flow might occur given certain conditions. Nonvertical flow could affect
transport of radionuclides. Therefore, it appears that additional field and laboratory
data and additional analyses regarding the potential for nonvertical flow would be
useful.
9.
Obtain field and laboratory data on the transport of gaseous radionuclides,
especially C-14, at Yucca Mountain.
In the Phase 1 demonstration release of C-14 and other gaseous radionuclide through
the gas pathway was not explicitly incorporated in the estimate of performance. An
auxiliary analysis executed in Phase 1 indicates that the release of C-14 and possibly
other radionuclides in the gas phase may be important. An obstacle to the realistic
modeling of such releases is the lack of general and site specific data on gaseous
radionuclide transport. It would be useful to have more data of this type.
3.3

Summary of Issues and Conclusions Evolving from SANDIA National
Laboratories' Demonstration of the Salt and Basalt Methodologies (McCartin,
NRC)

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) under contract to the U.S. NRC has developed a
performance assessment methodology for evaluating the performance of a high-level
waste repository in bedded salt, basalt, and unsaturated tuff. Upon completion of the
salt and basalt methodologies, SNL performed a demonstration of the methodology by
15
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conducting a limited performance assessment. The conclusions and issues from these
efforts can provide some insights into the needs and focus of validation efforts.
The salt methodology was demonstrated (Cranwell, 1982) for a hypothetical repository
in bedded salt and provided the following insights: 1) important to have both
sophisticated and simple models, 2) the utilization of a hypothetical site provided limited
if any insights in the site characterization and data limitations, 3) there was very limited
ability to treat complex geochemistry and source term, and 4) no capability for modeling
time-dependent geologic changes of state.
The basalt methodology was demonstrated (Bonano, 1989) for a hypothetical site based
on Hanford information, as much as feasible, and provided the following insights: 1)
data limitations were noted in both the hydrologic and geochemical parameters, 2)
consideration of multiple conceptual models would be necessary in light of limited site
data to definitively point to one "valid" model, 3) it was suggested that approaches for
analyzing sensitivity in uncertain and non-linear systems needed to be examined further,
and 4) the validity of the dual-porosity approach need further testing in systems which
could contain dominant fracture paths.
A major difference between the above two efforts is the utilization of a hypothetical site
as compared to a site conditioned on a real site. The basalt study, conditioned on a real
site, offered much more specific recommendations relative to the validity of conceptual
models. Being forced to make conceptual model decisions in the "regulatory decision"
context of a performance assessment will invariable lead to validation issues and
questions that need to be explored through an integrated validation effort. The more
strongly a validation effort is coupled to the PA modeling to be used in the regulatory
decision the sooner key validation questions win be asked.
PA studies have been conducted at various levels of sophistication. It is important to
examine previous efforts in light of the validation issues that have been raised.
3A

Summary of Issues & Conclusions Evolving from Other PA Studies (e g., DOE's
PACE90, WirP, etc.) Eisenberg, NRC)

The issues and conclusions of the identified studies are to be summarized and a set of
conclusions should be made based on the cited PA studies. The conclusions should focus
on the validation issues and their relationship to the purpose of study or questions being
asked. Topical areas to be included are; geology, rock mechanics, hydrogeology,
geochemistry, near-field effects and near-field transport, and far-field transport.
4.

VALUDATION ISSUES EVOLVING FROM INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE
STUDIES (SKI

4.1

Identification of International Studies Relevant to Validation
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Over the last ten years several international cooperative studies have been organized
with the objective of studying different validation issues relevant to performance
assessment. This section will focus on some important conclusions on possibilities for
validation and important validation issues reached within the INTRACOIN,
HYDROCOIN and INTRAVAL studies, organized by the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI). Experiences from the CHEMVAL study, organized by the
Commission of European Communities (CEC) and the BIOMOVS study organized by
the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) will also be addressed. To some extent
the discussion will build upon individual contributions from different participants in
these studies and may thus not necessarily coincide with the views of the organizations
participating in these studies.
Clearly, there also are many other international activities related to validation such as
the OECD/NEA Stripa Project and different natural analogue studies (Pocos de Caldas,
Alligator Rivers,...), but inclusion of these activities lies beyond the scope of the present
document. (Shall also these be included in the NRC/SKI repozi?). Furthermore, in recent
years it has been recognized that other aspects of the Performance Assessment modelling
needs attention. For example, the DECOVALEX project on coupled thermo-hydromechanical problems started recently. Discussion on near-field processes are underway.
However, as these projects are at very initial stages new insights in the validation
problem is just to come.
INTRACOIN, (1981-1985) studied radionuclide transport models (INTRACOIV, 1986)
and HYDROCOIN (1984-1988) studied groundwater flow models (HYDROCOIN, 1992).
To a large extent these two studies were concentrated on code verification, but
validation exercises, where different experiments were analyzed, were also tried.
INTRAVAL (1987-1994), which finished its first phase in 1990 (INTRAVAL, 1992 and
Andersson and Skagius, 1992), is directly concerned with validation of geosphere flow
and transport models. This is done by systematically using information from laboratory
and field experiments as well as from natural analogues and evaluating the results of
these experiments with different mathematical models.
The first phase of CHEMVAL (1987-1990) was aimed at the verification and validation
of equilibrium speciation and chemical transport models (Read et al. 1990). CHEANVAL
is part of the CEC MIRAGE program of research, which also include studies of colloids
(COCO) and natural analogues (Natural Analogue Working Group). CIIEMVAL H
started in 1991.
BIOMOVS (Hfagg et al., 1991 other ref should also exist is an international cooperative
study launched in 1986 by the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) to test
models designed to calculate the environmental transfer and bioaccumulation of
radionuclides and other trace substances. The primary task has been to quantify the
extent of uncertainty associated with model predictions as well as to identify means to
reduce the uncertainty. A second phase of BIOMOVS started in 1991.
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4.2

Summary of Issues and Conclusions evolving from International Cooperative
Studies

4.2.1 Contribution to validation strategy
One of the more important objectives of the different studies has been to assist in
developing a proper strategy for validation. In earlier studies (e.g. INTRACOIN)
validation was basically viewed as comparison of model predictions with experimental
results. However, as evident from the discussion in section 2, this view is clearly
insufficient as it gives little guidance on the relevance of a fit or the relevance of a
deviation between model and measurement.
In HYDROCOIN it was made clear that a major component of validation activities
should be aimed at achieving a proper understanding of the physics of the system
including interactions, processes as well as structure. For a given model it is not possible
to expect exact matches between data and model predictions. Instead it is important to
establish that the deviations observed are consistent with uncertainties in the data sets
and those uncertainties imposed by neglecting physical processes. It was also realized
that the question of validity has to be related to the purpose of the model, including the
level of detail required, the performance measure and the adopted criteria for goodnessof-fit.
A further developed joint validation strategy was not formulated prior to analyzing the
different
INTRAVAL test cases. Instead, the different teams have tried different
approaches and discussed their development at the joint workshops. This work has
provided insight into important elements to include in a validation strategy.
During the course of the INTRAVAL project it has been realized that a validation
strategy includes more than a plan for comparing model data with experimental results.
In particular, Tsang (1991) states that validation is a process that needs to be carried
out at every step of the modelling process.
Within INTRAVAL a general agreement has developed (see e.g. Tsang 1991 or Neuman
1992) that there is no such thing as a validated model in the generic sense. A model or a
group of models and data may be considered validated with respect to a given process
or to a given site. This implies that validation is closely related to site characterization
and to site characterization techniques.
Techniques for uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were evaluated within the
HYDROCOIN project. Within BIOMOVS extrapolation and uncertainty analysis was
made part of the validation strategy. For predictions in the near future the adopted
strategy was to compare model predictions with measured data. However, for model
predictions in the far future this is not a viable approach. Instead it was tried to
compare different model predictions and a associated estimates of uncertainty for a set
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of specific test scenarios selected on the basis of assessment priorities.
Code Verification
A large part of the cooperative efforts, INTRACOIN, HYDROCOIN and CHEMVAL I
in particular, have been devoted to code verification. In general, it appears that these
exercises have been quite successful and the results indicate that appropriate numerical
methods are available to solve linear or mildly non-linear problems. However, problems
with solving strongly non-linear problems and particle tracking, were noted.
Ababou et al. (1992) also points out that the interesting applications of a complex code
usually lies in a region where there is no analytical solution. Direct comparisons with
analytical solutions is thus insufficient. The method of checking code consistency by
comparing results of different codes then relies on the assumption that the probability
that two different codes should produce exactly the same error should be very low. This
observation requires attention as sometimes two codes are based on the same algorithm
and the errors produced by different codes may, in fact, be dependent.
Information in exoerinents
A very common problem, noted in all studies, is that when analyzing an experiment the
processes that were thought to be active in the analyzed experiment, like diffusion,
sorption, matrix diffusion or unsaturated flow, may indeed explain the experiment, but
in most cases data appear to be insufficient for an unambiguous interpretation.
In most projects the modelling exercises were based on already performed experiments,
not directly suited for analyses with the studied models. Time scale and resource
limitations did generally not allow for a major analytical (i.e., experimental) program
adopted to the validation needs.
Such observations lead to the conclusions that for a given experiment it is necessary to
analyze the information in the experiment and to determine to which extent the
experiment can resolve the validation issue. Furthermore, it is necessary to design
experiments such that they really resolve validation issues.
It is evident that different experiments carry different information content. For
example, Neuman (1992) states that a model can at best be validated relative to a given
body of empirical knowledge. Ababou et al. (1992) conclude that in general a single
experiment can never include enough information to validate a whole model. It is
important to find experiments with the potential of falsifying the hypothesis of a valid
model. A positive evidence, i.e. the model explains the experiment, is not a proof of
validation, but adds to the confidence in the model dependent upon the "subjective
weight" of the experiment. The importance of the experiment depends upon the extent
to which the experiment reflects conditions relevant to the intended use of the model.
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One approach to analyze the information in an experiment, that was mainly developed
when analyzing Case la of INTRAVAL, is to simulate a proposed experiment with one
model and then try to fit another model to both experimental and simulated data. If the
fits are successful, the proposed experiment cannot distinguish between the two models.
Conversely, if it cannot be done adequately then the proposed experiment is a candidate
for differentiating between the models. This is checked by interchanging the roles of the
two models in the described procedure. In general, modelling prior to carrying out the
experiment will optimize the experimental design what regards the possibility to
discriminate between models and also to reduce the uncertainty in best-fit values of
model parameters.
It should be recognized that non-uniqueness of parameter identification implies a need
for further experiments. A single type of experiment cannot alone solve all the problems
of model validation for safety assessment. It should be embedded in a broad range of
experiments from batch sorption tests and laboratory migration experiments to field
investigations.
In HYDROCOIN it was noted that the complexity of natural systems in terms of
heterogeneity or alternative processes and scaling problems makes it even more
necessary to analyze a large set of experiments. In particular, it is important not only to
analyze the breakthrough curves. For example, in analyzing Case S (Finnsjmn) of
INTRAVAL it was noted that there exist hydraulic and geophysical data that could
provide important conditioning to the range of models and data applicable. This view is
also strongly supported by Tsang (1991) who points out that prior to starting a series of
modelling exercises it is first necessary to review and evaluate all data in order to get
an overall understanding of processes and structures involved. It also important to
search for spatial and parameter correlations. The latter is important as it may limit the
range of values a parameter could have because of a chosen value of another parameter.
Due to the complexity of the problem, analyses of experimental results and planning of
new experiments should form an iterative process. Analyses of an experiment will give
important information on how to conduct new experiments.
It is also necessary to carefully analyze errors and biases introduced in the experimental
technique. This is particularly important for field experiments where the practical
problems of, for example, injecting a small amount of a tracer at a known rate at a
known position could indeed be large.
A particular example of how to analyze the information in a given experiment is given
by the synthetic experiment analyzed in INTRAVAL. There it was possible to
determine how well the validation exercises predicted intermediate results such as
transmissivity fields and hydraulic head fields in terms of a "Post Mortem" analysis. For
example, it was shown that an apparently successful application of inverse techniques in
fact lead to erroneous estimation of transmissivity and the fracture thickness parameter.
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The technique is potentially interesting, but nothing could be tested that was not
included in the synthetic model.
Applying Different Models
In some instances INTRAVAL provided an opportunity to compare results of different
models and to concentrate more on the characteristic differences between the models
rather than on parameter fitting. This appears to be a good idea. For example, applying
models that do not match data or where parameter values are unreasonable is useful,
even if such models of course not are validated. The application of such models may be
used to quantify the degree of insufficiency.
This view is developed by Tsang (1991) who suggests that multiple assessment groups
should be formed with the objective of developing different conceptual models. Resource
demanding activities such as data collection, but even numerical evaluation of the
different conceptual models could still be pooled, making the concept of different
assessment groups less expensive. This idea should also get support from the experiences
made in BIOMOVS where it was noted that judgement played a significant role when
interpreting the description of the scenario, deriving relevant parameter values and
estimating the uncertainty, leading to large discrepancies between modeling groups.
In BIOMOVS it was also observed that increased model complexity usually results in an
increased flexibility, making it possible to address a larger number of assessment
questions. Increased model complexibility, however, did not always lead to a decreased
uncertainty because of the lack of site specific data.
The benefit of applying different models is exemplified by evaluation of the field
experiment in Stripa (Case 4). Four diverse but complementary approaches were
applied, namely uniform continuum models, discrete fracture network models, a
variable aperture model and a fractal approach. A two stage process was applied, where
first a qualitative and subsequently a quantitative agreement was sought between the
data and the modelling results. The results of the different modelling approaches show a
striking level of agreement, both with each other and the experimental data, even if
some tracer behavior sometimes was anomalous. This fact could be given different
interpretations. From one perspective it shows that the experiment contained too little
information to make it possible to distinguish between the different models. From
another perspective this could imply that in fact any of the suggested models is
acceptable. In order to resolve this problem extrapolation into the problem area of
interest is needed. Such extrapolation performed with the discrete fracture network
model indeed shows pronounced scale effects stressing the need of conducting tracer
tests over different distances in heterogeneous media.
Judgin! Validation - Acceptable Fits
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One possibility to judge validation, mainly suggested when analyzing Case lb of
INTRAVAL (Haderman ed, 1992), is to evaluate the reasonableness of the parameters
in the calibrated model. A model with acceptable fits and with parameters that are
physically reasonable and give an overall consistent picture will enhance confidence in
the model, even if this is not a proof of validation. However, attention on the question
of independent data, as noted in (SKI 90:15), is motivated. More often than not the
parameters used as input to the model are not directly measurable but are derived
through a parameter model. It may happen that the model itself is used as or
influencing the parameter model.
The standard attempt in validation is usually to review models and data, to calibrate a
model on one set of data and make predictions on another independent data set. Apart
from the very large problem of finding an independent data set, criteria are also needed
in order to judge when fits are acceptable.
For this purpose, some Project Teams in INTRAVAL developed statistical hypothesis
testing approaches which aim at applying quantitative criteria for accepting a model
prediction. These techniques were utilized in analyzing a select group of test laboratory
cases.
One approach, suggested by Davis et al. (1992), is to analyze the statistical structure of
the deviation (residual) between model result and experimental result. If the residual is
not purely random the suggested model is invalidated. However, the problem with this
approach, which is also noted by the authors, is that it may invalidate models that
indeed are applicable although not strictly correct.
A possibly more developed approach is to use statistical hypothesis testing when
comparing model and experimental results as this gives a possibility to control the
strictness of the test. Luis and McLaughlin (1992) suggest different statistical tests for
testing the null hypothesis that the model error is negligible. One problem with this
approach, also noted by the authors, is that the probability if accepting a false model
cannot be evaluated with this technique. A desire to minimize the risk of accepting a
false model may lead to overly strict testing criteria which will increase the risk for
rejecting a good model.
An even more serious aspect to consider when comparing model and experimental
results is the question of performance measures (i.e. the quantities of interest that the
model is asked to predict). Luis and MacLaughlin state that there is no rigorous optimal
test quantity. Ababou et al. (1992) makes the observation that often used test quantities
such as variances or sum-of-squares of the observed variables may be easy to evaluate
statistically but other integrated performance measures may be more adequate with
regard to the studied problem. Experiences from HYDROCOIN show that the
performance measure could drastically influence ranking of different models.
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Ababou et al. suggest that the use integrated performance measures as acceptance
criteria in probabilistic validation tests deserves further study. This view is strongly
supported by Tsang (1991) who notes that it is essential to formulate proper but also
reasonable performance measures. For example, it will never be possible to predict all
point concentrations over space and time, but in order to judge the performance of a
repository integrated measures such as the mass flux over a large region may be
sufficient.

A problem in selecting reasonable performance measures is of course that the intended
use of the model most often is a prediction (extrapolation) into a model region where
measured data do not exist. Luis and McLaughlin (1992) note that the primary interest
is to be able to predict model errors over space and time, but such extrapolations rely
on many assumptions on the statistical structure of the model errors. Therefore, the
authors suggest that proper strategy should be to first establish that the model is able to
explain the observed phenomena. If the model passes a set of reasonable validation
criteria one can then proceed with an accuracy assessment.
Even if Luis and MacLaughlin are correct, extrapolations may still be very useful. For
example, extrapolations and uncertainty and sensitivity analyses made in BIOMOVS
and HYDROCOIN demonstrate viable techniques for evaluating how uncertainties in
parameters and conceptual model can influence the uncertainty in predicted quantities.
Tsang (1992) points out that extrapolation combined with uncertainty/sensitivity analysis
could be used for forming a validation strategy. Issues resulting in high uncertainties
should be primary candidates for validation efforts. Less ambition is motivated on issues
resulting in small uncertainties. The risk of underestimating the uncertainties should
qualitatively be reduced by taking all parts of the modelling schemes into account.
Furthermore, efforts may also be terminated where there is no hope to reduce
uncertainties.
Natural Analofues
Natural analogues are analyzed extensively in various national and international
projects. As natural analogues potentially offer a variety of means of validating
modelling approaches, some aspects of natural analogues were also studied within
INTRAVAL.

The great advantage with natural analogues is that they apply over a temporal and
spatial scale relevant to waste disposal. This implies that even qualitative fits between
models and results obtained from a natural analogue provides increased confidence in
the model.
Natural analogues also have the benefit of allowing testing an integrated system. For
example, analyzing the redox front movement at Pocos de Caldas raised questions on
the behavior of non-redox sensitive radionuclides at the front that was not considered
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significant prior to the analysis of the experiment. This shows the value of natural
analogues in providing new information regarding unexpected phenomena and their
relevance in performance assessment, in addition to verifying the occurrence and
importance of already identified phenomena.
One of the major drawbacks of natural analogues is of course their complexity. In order
to understand a natural analogue a system analysis considering uncertainty is needed.
The resolution of many uncertainties, for example those associated with the historic
evolution of boundary conditions to the site, are of fundamental importance in
understanding the analogue, but may be of little value for performance assessment.
Still, the study of natural analogues demonstrates ones ability to conceptualize,
characterize and model a natural system at the field scale. Experiences from the
Alligator Rivers project also show the importance of a joint interpretation of hydrology
and geochemistry in transport calculations. Such experiences are generally valuable in
building confidence in performance assessment methods.
Multiple Assessment Cooperative Studies Documentation and Peer Review
An important feature accomplished in all cooperative studies is that different teams
analyze the same case. This opportunity makes it possible to obtain different
interpretations of the same experiment. Furthermore, the interaction between different
groups could be at a much more informal level than what is usual at other international
meetings. Another important feature accomplished within some studies is an interaction
between modelers and experimentalists. Thereby the modelers could provide the
experimentalists with perspectives of the types of data needed, e.g. for distinguishing
between different phenomena, whereas the experimentalist could provide the modelers
with perspectives on what, in fact, is possible to measure. As noted in e.g. CHEMVAL
and INTRAVAL even closer collaboration between modelers and experimentalists may
substantially increase the scope for model validation studies in the future. The
cooperative projects may thus provide a forum for peer review, education and
discussions regarding radionuclide transport and performance assessment in general.
Neuman (1992) raises the question if it may be better to allow relatively free scientific
research which may gradually improve the rational basis for safety assessments, rather
than spending large resource on directed validation efforts. Tsang (1991) concludes that
international cooperative studies are useful and that international cooperation is one way
of creating multiple assessment groups. However, directed efforts and international
cooperation is not the sole solution. Expert peer review and public scrutiny is also
required. Tsang states that without proper understanding of physical and chemical
processes and the system structure involved there could be no validation. In order to get
this understanding it is necessary to publish in the open literature. It should be
remembered that eventually, the decision of whether a model is valid is not made only
by those doing the modeling studies.
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In light of the above discussion it should be stated that international projects, such as
INTRAVAL, is not the only solution to the validation problem. Furthermore,
international project could have difficulties in reaching very sharp conclusions, but
could provide excellent background for individuals and organizations to do so.
Accepting this should mean that the objective this type of international projects should
be to:
- raise critical issues

- identify and evaluate physical, chemical, hydrogeological (etc) processes that may
influence experiments or repository performance
- be a forum for peer review of technical quality of work (but not always on far
reaching conclusions)
- explore potentials of different model approaches
- identify and evaluate relevant experiments, experimental techniques, etc.
4.2.2 Progress in validating some important issues
It is evident that many fundamental validation issues are not resolved. For example,
Neuman (1992) states that at present there is not a developed consensus on the proper
way to characterize, analyze and model flow and transport in complex geological
environments. Still, such a view may be overly pessimistic and the different cooperative
validation efforts have at least increased the understanding in some processes that are of
great importance for the performance assessment.
Saturated rstalline rock
In crystalline rock one of the more important questions is to what extent radionuclides
could diffuse from the flowing fractures into the rock matrix. Possible evidence of such
matrix diffusion may be observed in both laboratory and field experiments as well as in
natural analogues.
The laboratory experiments supports the process of matrix diffusion and Case lb of
INTRAVAL in particular demonstrates that there exists an interconnected pore space in
the unfractured rock. Still even at the laboratory scale there is strong support for
pronounced spatial variation in the fracture plane leading to channeling effects. This
makes the estimation of the effective matrix diffusion very difficult.
The analyses of the field experiments of INTRAVAL have shown that unambiguous
interpretations of a few experiments is extremely difficult due to the pronounced spatial
variation of the rock properties. This spatial variation makes the description of
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radionuclide transport and dispersion in crystalline media an open area for research.
The spatial variability is present on many scales ranging from the aperture variations in
the individual fracture, through differences between different fractures or channels up
to structures with large networks of conductors. The modelling studies illustrate that
this large scale variability produce dispersion effects, not identifiable on a smaller scale.
On the other hand, the analysis of the large fracture zone at Finnsjfin, supports the
original conceptual model that the fracture zone identified is a major conductor of water
and solutes, even if the uncertainties of its properties are relatively large. This
information is useful as major fracture zones usually are considered to be boundaries in
performance assessment exercises.
Unsaturated Media
The analyses of unsaturated media have focused on the description of flow in
heterogeneous soil and in fractured tuffaceous rocks. In tuffaceous rock special attention
has been given to the description of coupled flow in fractures and in rock matrix and to
simultaneous heat and water transport. Some tracer experiments have also been
analyzed. It is concluded that there currently exists an adequate description of
individual processes but the understanding of the coupling of these processes is partially
incomplete. It is also concluded that the spatial variability of the medium properties
significantly contributes to uncertainty in predicting flow and transport. Transport
appears to be more sensitive to spatial variability than flow. Traditional continuum
descriptions as well as different stochastic model conceptualizations have been applied in
order to describe this situation.
Geochemical Modellin!
(NOT WORKED UPON!!)
Something should be said about validation of chemical models in general. Points to
consider are:
- From above it is clear that (in most cases) the validity of an equilibrium model
depends only on the thermodynamic data base used.
- The validity of chemical models also must consider that the systems we want to
describe are in a state of non-equilibrium. Is it a valid approach to neglect
kinetics?
- Validity of data is not only a question of correct data (in terms of model and
values of thermodynamic functions), it is, and to much higher extent, a question of
completeness. Already for natural elements this is a problem, for man-made
elements it is an almost unsurmountable difficulty. Conservative, bounding,
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assumptions are necessary, and these must be "validated" as well.
- Much more could be said. Should the Kd vs surface complexation (etc)
controversy be discussed here. "Coupled models"?
- VALIDATION efforts should be discussed against the background of the above.
The question is which of SKI and NRC is the most well-informed about this
project.
INTRAVAL (rather contributions from N.A. studies)
Few of the INTRAVAL test cases have involved complicated geochemistry. However, the
study of natural analogues highlights the importance of geochemistry in predicting
transport over time scales relevant to performance assessment. In particular, the
analysis of the redox front migration at Pocos de Caldas provides general support to
present modelling of redox front migration, but also identifies effects, like coprecipitation, not predicted with present models. The Alligator Rivers case provides
support for very strong sorption of thorium in weathered materials (clays) and also
points out that complex sorption mechanisms may be needed in order to understand
uranium migration, but this does not necessarily mean that such complicated models are
needed in the performance assessment. Furthermore, there are indications that slow
weathering processes in minerals incorporates radionuclides leading to strong
retardation, implicating that present performance assessment migration models may be
over conservative.
CHEMVAL: Contributions:
- production of a reviewed and standardized thermodynamic database.
- identification of weaknesses in thermodynamic compilations and priority areas
for database enhancement.
- verification of both equilibrium speciation and coupled chemical transport codes.
- assessment of the capabilities and limitations of extant models
Biosphere models
The BIOMOVS study showed that there is a potential for very large uncertainty to be
associated with any given prediction of transfer of radionuclides through the biosphere.
The uncertainty in predictions in the far future for long lived nuclides are many orders
of magnitude. The confidence is much higher in near future predictions of short lived
and well studied nuclides such as 1-131 and Cs-137.
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5.

VALIDATION ISSUES OBTAINED FROM INTERNATIONAL
(Nicholson, NRC, Andersson, SKI

SYMPOSIA

5.1

Summary of Issues and Conclusions from International Symposia Relevant to
Validation (Nicholson, NRC)

Numerous international symposia have been convened on the subject of validation of
ground-water flow and transport models. In reviewing the proceedings from these
symposia, a number of technical issues have emerged. For example, in the International
Natural Analogue Studies validation issues dealing with behavior of uranium isotopes
and their daughter products in a large-scale natural hydrogeologic system over
extremely long time periods (i.e., greater than 10,000 years BP) (Duerden, 1990). The
coupling of geochemical and hydrogeologic models to establish the ground-water flow
pattern and the chemical dissolution and reprecipatation within the flow regime is being
pursued. The interaction of the geologic site evolution processes including faulting,
erosion and water table fluctuations over time are being studied. Validation in this
context involves geologic processes and parameter estimation over a regional scale and
millennia, and not just the flow and transport models. The importance of uncertainties
in this time-space continuum are stressed (Skagius, 1991).
[George Birchard to provide summary of ARAP reports]
Other natural analogue studies include the Pocos de Caldas studies (Romero, 1991).
Validation issues identified include the development of "redox fingers" along flow
channels and to relate the structure to independent observations of flow channels in
other crystalline rocks.
The objective of the project was to study redox front
movement, matrix diffusion, colloids and microorganisms as well as radionuclide
migration. The modeling focused on movement of the redox front, taking into account
the oxidation of pyrite as the principal reaction (Romero, 1991). In determining the
depth of the redox front in the fractures, the spacing of the conductive fractures and
subsequently, the water flow rate per fracture was one of the most important factors
(Romero, 1991).
5.1.2. GEOVAL-87 & GEOVAL-90
Two major international symposia, GEOVAL-87 and GEOVAL-90, were convened to
review the progress made in validation of geosphere transport models and to discuss
details of both ongoing laboratory and field studies and future plans within the
radioactive waste management community. Validation issues identified ranged from
fundamental needs such as: (1) the relevance of the models to safety [i.e., "validation is
certainly more necessary for models which have a large (positive or negative) impact
upon the results of the safety analysis"] and (2) the consensus-theory of scientific proof
(Niederer, 1991) to quantitative strategies McLaughlin, 1991). Niederer states that "At
least in the case of high-level waste disposal, where the long-term safety mostly rests on
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geological barriers, our understanding of the geological situation (generic and sitespecific) has yet to improve, and geospheric processes will be the primary target of
validation efforts." The building of scientific consensus appears to rest on the
investigators' abilities to conduct large-scale experiments which can be replicated and
modeled with a minimum level of uncertainty.
McLauglin presented a stochastic approach for validating models of unsaturated flow.
The emphasis in his study was on the role of natural heterogeneity of the hydrogeologic
properties and their representation and use in the modeling process (McLauglin, 1991).
His use of the Bayesian estimation theory to derive model acceptance criteria which are
used to evaluate for fundamental deficiencies in the model's description or relevant
physical variables is an example of the more quantitative and structure approach to
model validation.
Quite a different approach to model validation was presented in Eisenberg, 1991 which
states that "The level of validation needed will be mandated, in part, by the uses to
which these models are put, rather than by the ideal of validation of a scientific theory".
This approach is oriented towards the use of conservative models for performance
assessment which rely on scientific substance and logical rigor for validation. Some
practical steps are provided to address the issue of model validation. For example, one
step states that "The fact that the model predictions must be for time periods much
longer than testing can be performed must be addressed by a strategy intended to
reduce the impact of this obstacle." The strategy includes the use of "Data from
different lines of evidence, covering different time scales, should be brought together to
determine how well the model can predict over these different time scales."
(5.1.2 GEOVAL-87 & GEOVAL-90 SKI Contribution)
The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) organized in 1987 a symposium,
GEOVAL87, on verification and validation of geosphere performance assessment
models (ref). The symposium, gave the status of geosphere modelling and on-going
validation efforts. A second GEOVAL symposium, GEOVAL-90, in cooperation with
the OECD/NEA was held in Stockholm, in 1990 (ref). In addition, to addressing
validation of geosphere flow and transport models validation of coupled geochemical and
thermo-hydromechanical models were discussed at the symposium.
Transient effect, natural tracers (not only analogues) G.d.Marsily p 40
Discussion on validation strategy
Asp6-project. Predict - Compare predictions (G. Bfickblom, p. 611) Also at GEOVAL it
was (was it) said that this is not the only way to obtain validation. In fact, the approach
also has its problems (see below)
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"Proof of a theory", Falsification Consensus
(Niederer p.29, )
"Validation in Waste Disposal - What is really needed!"
(Niederer, page 29, Use PA to find out what needs to be validated, Lack of validation improve barriers (T. Papp 62) See also C. McCombie m.fl. p 598.
Distinction between scientific approach of testing models and regulatory approach to
validation. The latter wants the model for a specific purpose, can accept
bounding/conservative assumptions, the former need to explain all observed phenomena.
Judgmental, (Ten Steps). (Paul Davis, p 580)
"Validation in public acceptance"
(Niederer, page 29)
R. Sargent
R. Sargent points out that defining validation as a substantiation that a computerized
model within its domain of applicability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy
consistent with the intended application of the model" is widely used in many areas of
engineering. It does not mean absolute proof.
"It is often too costly and time consuming to determine that a model is absolutely valid
over the complete domain of its intended applications.
Validation Process. The validation process consists of performing tests and evaluations
within the model development process... Several models or versions of a model are
usually developed in the modelling process prior to obtaining a satisfactory valid model
(Validation techniques.
What shall we look for: (Model behavior at its intended use!!! - extrapolation is needed min kommentar)
Event validity - will model show qualitative agreement with real events (such as canister
failure, earthquakes starting etc.? (mina kommentarer inom parantes)
Extreme condition test. The model structure and output should be plausible for any
extreme and unlikely combination of levels of processes
Historical data (i.e. natural analogues)
Historical Methods: rationalism (true underlying assumptions, logic in model
development), empiricism (every assumption and outcome needs empirical evidence) and
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positive economics (only requires that model is able to predict the future - not concerned
with underlying assumptions.
(sensitivity analysis, internal validity (stbrningssaker!)
Predictive validation - model outcome compared to full scale test, traces: follow a special
entity through the calculations), turing test (can expert separate model predictions from
real behavior)
Data validity "there is not much that can be done to ensure that the data are correct.
The best one can do is to develop good procedures for collecting data; test the collected
data using such techniques as internal consistency checks and screening for outliers "..."
good procedures to properly maintain the collected data"
Conceptual model validity
Unique problem each time, but there exist a long list of techniques that may be utilized.
In the end judgement is needed? (R. Sargent, 572)
Se ocksh N. Eisenberg page 620, Three steps. Evaluate a priori basis for the model
(part of model could be based on well established physical/chemical laws). How to
extrapolate.

5.1.3

International Workshop on Validation of Unsaturated Flow and Transport
Models (Ruidoso, NM) (Nicholson, NRC)

An example of an international symposium dealing with validation but not limited to the
radioactive waste management community was the International Workshop on
Validation of Unsaturated Flow and Transport Models held in Ruidoso, New Mexico
May 22-25, 1988. The issue of validation as discussed in the proceedings focused on
models used to interpret field studies, primarily unsaturated desert soils or agricultural
test plots. Validation issues included identification of surface and near-surface transient
flow and transport processes (e.g., infiltration, fingering due to flow instabilities, and
spatial and temporally dependent distributed contaminant sources), parameter
estimation techniques, and validation field data sets. The identification of key state
parameters and dynamic data sets (e.g., moisture content redistribution with depth) to
confirm model simulations were discussed (Wierenga, 1988). A significant part of the
symposium included a two-day field trip to field sites were model validation datasets
were being collected (e.g., Las Cruces Trench and Los Alamos Lysimeter studies).
5.2

Summary of Issues and Conclusions Nicholson, NRC)

In general, validation issues and strategies can be divided into those dealing with a
regulatory perspective (e.g., Eisenberg, 1991) and those based on field studies and
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simulations (Wierenga, 1988). From a regulatory perspective, the model validation
issues and strategy are closely linked to the model's use such as performance assessment
of the waste disposal facility. In the U.S. the acceptance criteria for model validation
could be tied directly to governing regulations (i.e., 10 CFR Part 60 for HLW). For
example, the uncertainties associated with travel time calculations need to factored into
the validation strategy.
Validation issues and strategies arising from field studies deal with site specific
processes, parameter estimation methods, and contaminant application and boundary
conditions. The acceptance criteria often deals with the monitoring methods used to
characterize the flow and transport pathway and behavior. A concentration based
approach is often used where the variability in the space-time continuum for the field
tracer is compared to the simulation results.
5.2.1

General Issues & Conclusions from a Regulatory Perspective

5.2.2

Technical Issues & Conclusions Based on Field studies and Simulations
[To be Developed Following Completion of Section 5.1)

6.
6.1

ERSCTIVES ON VAIUDA1ION FROM OTHER AREAS
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (Margulies, NRC)

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission' (NRC) oversees the civilian use of nuclear
energy and sets standards to ensure that the construction and operation of nuclear
facilities, and the use of nuclear materials are carried out in a manner that provides
reasonable assurance of public health and safety. The NRC's mission is required to be
consistent with national security considerations, with proper regard for environmental
values. In general, the regulatory approach must maximize the net benefits to society
after an adequate level of safety is met.
The regulations which establishes NRC responsibilities are found in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations which relates to energy. In particular, Part 50 (1) provides
principle requirements for reactor licensing, and Part 100 deals with siting of nuclear
reactors. The NRC would begin its review process for a construction license when a
utility submits an application. It consists of three parts- a Preliminary Safety Analysis
Report, an Environmental report, and a third part that deals with anti-trust data. NRC
publishes regulatory guides to describe generally acceptable methods for meeting the
federal requirements, such as Regulatory Guide 1.70 on "Standard Format and Content
of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants" which details the material that
should be included in a safety analysis report. An advisory committee of experts reviews
the application and the independent NRC staff safety evaluation report.
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When construction of the facility has progressed to the point where most of the final
design is implemented and plans for operation are ready, the applicant submits an
application for an operating license. The operating license when finally granted is
usually for 40 years and contains technical specifications that impose safety and
environmental conditions on the facility. To provide assurance that the plant is
operating safely the NRC periodically inspects the plant, tests the training of operators,
and evaluates operational events. It is recognized that absolute certainty or "complete,"
"entire," or "perfect" safety is not required by the Atomic Energy Act, nor does nuclear
safety technology admit of such a standard.
Design features for safety systems and specifications are evaluated by applying a set of
design basis accidents which may have accompanying conservative assumptions before
realistic conditions based on an understanding from experience, or validated research
efforts and models can be completed. As experience is gained more realistic-conservative
assumptions are made. It is noted that the identification of external events for design
basis evaluation is based on a probabilistic analysis. For example, a design would have
to accommodate an event which occurs with an estimated annual probability of greater
than 1 x 10'
using conservative assumptions, or 1x 107 when using realistic
assumptions. Furthermore, a defense-in-depth engineering approach of using redundant,
and diverse safety systems with barriers, or separation to preclude many failures by
common causes is practiced.
The US NRC was established by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 which separated
the regulatory functions of the former Atomic Energy Commission from its
developmental and promotional roles.
A combination of deterministic design basis accidents supplemented with probabilistic
risk analyses are used to identify sequences of events that presently pose unreasonable
risk, or possibly as the plant systems age.
Owners of existing plants are required to perform an independent plant examination to
identify potential risk outliers and to develop an accident management plan which may
propose possible minor hardware changes or changes in procedures to effectively reduce
the uncertainties and risks. Standardized designs for light-water reactors and advanced
light-water reactor designs also use probabilistic methods to optimize reliability and
safety in their conceptual designs.
The US NRC has adopted a collection of regulatory targets that also express brief
statements of the risks of nuclear power plant technology. These include both qualitative
goals and quantitative health effects objectives; specifically, prompt and latent cancer
mortality risks.
Prompt Fatality: The risk to an average individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power
plant of prompt fatalities that might result from reactor accidents should not exceed
one-tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of the sum of prompt fatality risks resulting from
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other accidents to which members of the population are generally exposed.
Latent Cancer: The risk to the population in the area near a nuclear power plant of
cancer fatalities that might result from nuclear power plant operation should not exceed
one-tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of the sum of cancer fatality risks resulting from
all other causes.
The Commission has adopted mean estimates for purposes of implementing the
quantitative objectives of this safety goal policy. It is necessary that proper attention be
given to uncertainties surrounding probabilistic estimates and to determine by sensitivity
studies those uncertainties most important to the probabilistic estimates.
The US NRC has also recently endorsed a principle commonly referred to as "beyond
regulatory concern" ( i.e., de minimus non curat lex) as a way to help prioritize and
focus regulatory resources on important risk issues rather than on technical issues with
extremely small pubic health impact.
6.2
6.2.1

EPA Guidance on Use of Models for Air Quality Programs (Spector, CNWRA)
EPA Regulation Under the Clean Air Act

Air quality models, generally developed by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), are used extensively in demonstrating compliance with EPA approved state
programs under the Clean Air Act (CAA)(42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq. as amended). The
"Guideline on Air Quality Models" was originally published by EPA in April 1978. It
was incorporated by reference into the EPA's regulations (40 CFR §52.21(1) and 40 CFR
§51.166(1)), thus giving it the force of law. As stated in a subsequent proposed change
to the regulations and Guideline, "the purpose of the Guidelines is to promote
consistency in the use of modeling within the air management process."
The EPA's model evaluation process for air quality regulation involves ongoing
refinement of both models and evaluation techniques. This has resulted in several
technical conferences, a 1986 revision of the Guideline (51 F.R. 32176) (USEPA, 1986),
and a February 13, 1991 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (56 F.R. 5900) which proposed
further modifications to the rule and model usage. In a paper to a conference on
application of Air Pollution Meteorology, an EPA official stated "regulators need to
know how accurately a model estimates pollutant concentrations, and modelers need a
yardstick to evaluate and compare the performance of alternative models... The interest
is in how well the model estimates compare to measured air quality data ('operational'
evaluation); the issue of why they perform well or poorly ('diagnostic' evaluation) has
been deferred to a latter time." (Tikvart & Cox, 1984). EPA uses the term "evaluation"
because most of the models are valid to some extent; therefore, what is critical is how
the model is used at a specific location and, thus, the EPA's emphasis is on evaluation of
model application.
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Currently, EPA evaluates models through a notice and comment process. EPA's
general strategy for gaining broad acceptance of models involves: publication of
developed models for public comment, analysis of comments and suggested alternative
models, publishing final procedures and sponsoring periodic national conferences.
When accumulated modeling experience identifies a need for further development, or
insufficiencies are identified in approved models, the process is repeated. EPA is
currently preparing the analysis of public comments on draft Supplement B to the
Guideline and Final Rulemaking.
The published Guideline is intended for use by EPA regional offices in judging adequacy
of modeling analyses performed by EPA, state and local agencies, and industry. The
Guideline contains EPA approved modeling techniques and data bases plus specific
procedures for submitting alternative models with necessary justification, documentation
and evaluation (relationship of estimates to observations).
Each model offered for inclusion in the approved list undergoes a systematic
performance evaluation and a scientific peer review. A standard set of statistical
performance measures have been developed consistent with recommendations from an
American Meteorological Society (AMS) Workshop on performance measures for air
quality models (Fox, 1981). This workshop was part of a cooperative EPA-AMS
agreement to review regulatory air quality modeling.
Since the primary interest of
EPA is to determine how well model estimates compare with measured air quality data,
performance measures include fractional residual difference between observed and
predicted concentrations (as well as for their respective standard deviations), correlation
analysis, and comparison of frequency distributions of observed and predicted data. At
key points in the evaluation process, model developers are asked to comment on
selection of data bases and parameters, options for application, and the impact of coding
changes. The results of the performance evaluation serve as a basis for the peer review
which concentrates on performance and theoretical aspects of the models. While
technical limitations exist for quantification of al uncertainties in the process, EPA
relies on the results of performance tests and theoretical evaluations to indirectly
quantify an element of the total uncertainty for decision-making purposes.
Regarding application of preferred models, the EPA Guideline supports data base
selection by providing an approved list of the minimum data necessary for standard air
dispersion modeling and the basic level of analysis needed to comply with air quality
regulations. Sensitivity analyses are encouraged as a way to provide information on the
effect of data and model uncertainties. Use of confidence intervals for statistical values
is also recommended. EPA suggests providing such information to the decision-maker
to indicate the effect of uncertainties on results. Reliance by the decision-maker on the
modelers "best estimates" is recommended as the basis for regulatory decisions ("best
estimate" implies EPA preferred models or equivalents are used in accordance with the
guidance). EPA is working on procedures for determining accuracy of models,
quantifying uncertainty and expressing confidence levels in pollution control decisions
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(EHillyer & Burton, 1980; Thrall et al., 1985). No formal recommendations are provided
on analysis of model uncertainty due to current technical information limitations.
While EPA recommends preferred models, alternatives may be used under certain
circumstances. The Guideline specifies three conditions under which an alternative may
be used: 1) if the model is shown to produce concentration estimates equivalent to
estimates obtained using a preferred model; 2) if a statistical performance evaluation
conducted using measured air quality data indicates the alternative model performs
better for the given application than a comparable model in the EPA guidance; or 3) if
there is no preferred model for the specific application but a refined model is needed to
satisfy regulatory requirements.
In the absence of an EPA approved model for a given application, it is required that:
(i) the selected model is shown to be applicable to the problem on a theoretical basis; (ii)
the data bases which are necessary to perform the analysis are available and adequate;
and (iii) performance evaluations of the model in similar circumstances have shown the
model to be unbiased toward underestimates.
Additional EPA documents on evaluation of alternatives include "Interim Procedures for
Evaluating Air Quality Models" (USEPA, 1984), which contains procedures and
techniques on evaluating a model based on superior performance and "Protocol for
Determining the Best Performing Model" (Cox, 1988), which contains statistical
techniques for comparing models. Interim evaluation procedures with a focus on
implementation experiences are also available (USEPA, 1985).
6.2.2

Legal Review of Validity of EPA Model Usage

The largest body of litigation involving challenges to a model or its specific application
concerns CAA compliance. Most cases involve questions as to the relationship between
a model's predictions and a specific site's characteristics. Generally, in the cases where
presentation of an evaluation process is made and data shows facts at the site
correspond to parameters of the model, the agency is upheld.
One leading case (Ohio v. EPA, 1986) involves a state challenge to EPA's use of a
computer model (CRSTER) and the assertion that the "predictions are not accurate
reflections of actual pollution concentrations." The court agreed and held "EPA's
reliance on the CRSTER model without testing the model against any monitored
emissions from the plants and ambient air quality data from the area around the plant
is arbitrary under these circumstances." In this case the court does not require revalidation for every use of the model. "By no means does the court insist that all
models be validated at all sites. We find only that the accuracy of CRSTER at the site
has not been sufficiently demonstrated to meet the arbitrary and capricious standard of
review." In this case, the 6th Circuit Court appears to establish a rule that "'[i]n the
absence of a record supporting the trustworthiness of agency decision-making tools as
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they were applied, we cannot uphold those tools application." Therefore, this case
establishes what amounts to a "legal definition" of an acceptable application of a model
as one which is supported by a record of evidence detailing the models trustworthiness
in relation to specific site characteristics and data. The case was reaffirmed and
remanded by the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals at 798 F.2d 880 [24 ERC 18171 (Aug.,
1986). It was sent back to EPA to determine the appropriate evaluation procedure for
the model.
Two of the additional cases which were cited in the above case Mision (EisionIndustrial
Inc., et al., 1976) and South Terminal (South Terminal Corp. et al v. EPA, 1974) also
involve challenges to EPA's application of computer models and the relationship of the
models to actual conditions. In both cases, the 1st Circuit Court of Appeals upheld
EPA's use of the models. An example of the relevant arguments and rulings from
Mision is:
Finally, Mision Industrial claims that it [EPA] was in error to approve a revised plan
based on an uncalibrated model, that no real life data has been used in arriving at or
calibrating the accuracy of the predicted relationship between sulfur-in-fuel and air
quality. The EPA counters that calibration on incomplete data is not good practice and
that the agency supports Puerto Rico's decision to rely on theoretical data in the light of
conservative assumptions and calculations for the lack of precision. ... Petitioner's ...
concerns were communicated in detail to the EPA Administrator during the federal
comment period. He in turn appears to have considered their views and objections and
determined, without at least obvious unreason, that the computer model was a
satisfactory predictive tool on which to base Puerto Rico's revision.... This is an area
where EPA's "expertise is heavily implicated" Sierra Club v. EPA. ... , and we may not

substitute our judgement for that of the Administrator.
Similarly, the appeals court in South Terminal stated that the "Court...was required to
make a careful and searching inquiry into the facts and to assure itself that EPA's
technical conclusions no less than others were founded on supportable data and
methodology and that such conclusions met the minimal standards of rationality."
6.3
6.3.1

Use and Validation of Models Outside EPA Permitting
Use and Validation of Models by OSHA

The U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration's
(OSHIA) Office of Risk Assessment uses modeling primarily to conduct risk assessments
for hazardous materials in the workplace. Since exposures are often determined by
actual monitoring data, the complex process of modeling exposure is not a factor in
many OSHA assessments.
A fundamental source of uncertainty in OSHA risk
assessment modeling is use of dose-response factors based upon data which is
extrapolated from animal studies to the human population (i.e., there is no available
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human toxicity data). Since OSHA has a limited budget and uses well established risk
assessment techniques, they do not develop models "in house" or have a general OSHA
procedure for model evaluation or validation. Most evaluation is done on a case-by-case
basis.
When modeling is used to establish specific standards, risk assessment
procedures are published in the Federal Register for comment and revised or justified as
necessary. Most comments pertain to the validity of risk factors and assumptions used
in modeling. Mediation involving interested parties has been used by OSHA as a means
to establish consensus on modeling parameters, assumptions, and scenarios (54 F.R.
20680).
6.3.2

Legal Review of Models Used Outside EPA Jurisdiction

While much of the applicable case law on use of computer models relates to EPA
modeling, cases involving model usage by other government agencies (e.g., OSHA,
DOT) provide additional evidence on court determinations.
OSHA refers to a Supreme Court case (IUD v. API, 1980) regarding an occupational
standard for benzene to guide its understanding of what constitutes sufficient evidence
for supporting a determination of risk to workers. While this case does not explicitly
address the issue of model validation, it does provide insight into the court's views on
scientific evidence which, in turn, can help bound the understanding of the level of
validity appropriate for models which are used to produce evidence. The court stated:
... Although the Agency has no duty to calculate the exact probability of
harm, it does have an obligation to find that a significant risk is present
before it can characterize a place of employment as 'unsafe.'
"Second, OSHA is not required to support its finding that a significant risk
exists with anything approaching scientific certainty. Although the Agency's
finding must be supported by substantial evidence, 29 U.S.C. § 655(f), §
6(b)(5) specifically allows the Secretary to regulate on the basis of the 'best
available evidence.' As several Courts of Appeals have held, this provision
requires a reviewing court to give OSHA some leeway where its findings
must be made on the frontiers of scientific knowledge. ... Thus, so long as
they are supported by a body of reputable scientific thought, the Agency is
free to use conservative assumptions in interpreting the data with respect to
carcinogens, risking error on the side of overprotection rather than
underprotection. (IUD v. API, 1980)
In a subsequent proposed rulemaking for another occupational exposure standard,
OSHA interprets the court findings in IUD v. API as an indication that use of risk
assessment modeling, which may involve inherently uncertain mathematical estimates, is
an acceptable means of supporting their determinations of risk (54 F.R. 20676).
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Another case involves a transportation department's use of traffic modeling and air
pollution predictions for a proposed highway widening project (Florida DOT v. JWC
Co., Inc., 1981).
This case indicates how questions can arise regarding the
representativeness of input data to the site.
Here, the Florida Department of
Environmental Regulation successfully argued DOT assumptions regarding inputs to
both the traffic and air pollution models did not correspond to the actual conditions at
the site - leading to erroneous modeling results. While this case does not directly
address validation of models, it does represent the court's tendency to focus on the issue
of whether valid models have been used appropriately.
6.4

Summary and Identification of Issues (for joint NRC/CNWRA section)

From the analysis of court cases discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, it is evident
important factors in establishing a case for validity of a model and its application are:
1) modeling is based on theories which are scientifically valid and have gained
acceptance in the relevant scientific community, 2) use of a theoretically valid model
must be shown to be consistent with known conditions at the site being modeled, and 3)
to the extent possible, site specific information should be used as data inputs and results
of modeling should be validated against "real world" measurements. When site specific
data are incomplete or nonexistent, the courts have supported use of conservative
models as a means to err on the side of safety. In general, the courts do not expect the
high level of certainty common in the sciences to make legal determinations on
acceptable use of models. Rather, a reasonable case must be made which explains the
assumptions and methodology used by the modeler and shows they are within the state
of the art.
Regarding model validation, the EPA continues to refine procedures for model
evaluation and use which are generally consistent with the above points. Both EPA and
OSHA incorporate public participation in their selection of modeling approaches to
facilitate consensus building. The sponsoring of technical conferences and other forms
of peer review by EPA helps ensure methods are consistent with the current state of the
art. These agencies also rely on the use of conservative assumptions in their application
of models when data or theoretical limitations are present.
The experience within these agencies is relevant to general issues regarding development
of a useful strategy for model validation in the HLW program. Nonetheless, there are
unique aspects of the HLW disposal program which are not present in these agencies'
work and are not represented in the reviewed case law. The information obtained from
legal database searches and agency contacts focusses on modeling conditions in present
or past time frames and no examples were identified which address validation issues
unique to modeling long-term future system behavior.
7.

STRATEGY FOR VALIDATION (To be developed independently by NRC & SKI)
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7.1

Purpose for a Validation Strategy (Fehringer, NRC)

7.1.1 Goals of Validation
The hazardous lifetimes of important constituents of high-level radioactive waste (HLW)
range from a few hundred years to millions of years. The impracticality of testing a
disposal facility over such times is widely recognized, as is the need to rely on predictive
modeling when evaluating the safety of a proposed facility. Nevertheless, as Davis, et
al. (1991) note, discussions of model "validation" in the technical literature use the term
in a scientific sense - they are concerned with ensuring that a model accurately
represents reality. In this document, the goals of validation are stated more modestly.
These goals are: (1) to establish the scientific credibility of each model, and (2) to
demonstrate that each model is sufficiently accurate for the purpose for which the model
is used. A fundamental premise of this document is that validation in the scientific
sense is generally not possible, nor is it necessary for regulatory purposes.
If a model is to be used as part of a demonstration of repository safety (or to challenge
the projections of a model used for that purpose) the model must be shown to be
scientifically credible.
Speculative or conjectural models that have no plausible
theoretical foundation or empirical basis will not demonstrate, with reasonable
assurance, that repository performance will meet regulatory criteria.
Thus, the
minimum threshold to be achieved in validating each model is to establish its scientific
credibility.
The second goal of validation is to demonstrate that each model is sufficiently accurate
for the purpose for which the model is used. The design of a specific repository system
might place substantial reliance on certain components, but little or no reliance on
others. The design specifications for each component should include a description of the
level of confidence with which performance of the component is to be projected. This
description then serves as the goal for validation of the models to be used to project the
performance of the component.
Implicit in the second goal is the need to validate the application of each model, in
addition to validating the model itself. The validity of a model projection depends not
only on the validity of the model, but also on the validity of the input parameters used
with the model, the validity of any computer code application of the model, and the
validity of interpretation of model projections. While important, these considerations
are outside the scope of this model validation strategy document.
7.1.2 Goals of a Validation Strategy
The repository developer should prepare a validation strategy describing the plans for
validation of each model to be used as part of a repository performance assessment. A
principal goal of this validation strategy is to allow the developer, the regulator, the
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technical community and the public to develop a consensus that the proposed validation
plans are adequate for validation of each model. In addition, the validation strategy
will help the developer to formulate site characterization plans and to determine the
performance goals for the components of the overall repository system.
For some components of the repository system, the regulator may independently develop
models. The purpose of such models is not to demonstrate the safety of the repository
system. Instead, the regulator's models win serve as benchmarks against which to
evaluate the projections of the developer's models. Therefore, the goals of the
regulator's validation strategy are less ambitious than those of the developer. In most
cases, the regulator only needs to establish the scientific credibility of his models so that
the projections of those models can be compared to the projections of the developer's
models.
7.2

Issues to be Addressed by a Validation Strategy

7.2.1 What types of evidence can be used for validation?
Davis, et al. (1991) note that typical definitions of "validation" in the technical literature
use the term in a scientific sense - i.e., they are concerned with ensuring that a model
accurately represents reality. These authors discuss the scientific method of hypothesis
testing in which models are not truly validated (i.e., proven to be true) but, instead,
alternative models are tested and disproved. The process of "falsification" (i.e.,
disproving alternative models) then provides increased evidence in support of the
preferred model. In this view, a model can never be fully validated, at least in the
scientific sense. The best that can be hoped for is to disprove competing models to an
extent sufficient to allow acceptance of a preferred model for regulatory purposes.
Niederer (1990) and Neuman (1992) take a somewhat different view, arguing that
"positive evidence" also contributes significantly to validation of models. In this context,
"positive evidence' means that a model has met with repeated success in explaining
pertinent observations and experimental data. Even if no competing models exist to be
disproved, evidence for the validity of a model could be generated by demonstrating that
the model adequately reproduces experimental observations.
Neuman (1992) alludes, somewhat skeptically, to probabilistic verification theories that
use statistical criteria to compare the abilities of different models to explain
experimental data. Sagar and Wittmeyer (1992) expand this concept by noting that
"[tihe degree of validation of a model can be estimated by assigning weights that depend
upon both the scope of the experiment and the goodness of fit between model and
experimental results." Thus, Sagar and Wittmeyer recognize that some experimental
data will have more value than others for a specific validation problem, and suggest that
the relative merits of different experimental results can be subjectively quantified in a
way that "will provide a meaningful estimate of the degree of validation."
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A "Standard Practice" of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM, 1991)
distinguishes between "mechanistic" and "empirical" models. Mechanistic models are
those based on a substantial understanding of the causal relationships between the
dependent and independent variables of the model. In contrast, empirical models
merely describe experimentally observed correlations between the variables without any
significant understanding of the cause-and-effect relationships that might exist. The
Standard Practice defines validation as meaning that "the model can account for all the
It is preferred that models incorporate substantial mechanistic
data available.
understanding of the [relevant] processes." The Standard Practice also notes that "[t]he
principal difficulty with empirical models is that the validity of extrapolations usually
decreases rapidly the further one extends them beyond the original data. Thus, for the
purposes of this practice, purely empirical models are considered unacceptable."
Tsang (1991), citing Sargent (1984), lists eight types of information that could be used
for model validation. Some of these are more concerned with evaluating the internal
structure and operations of a computer code than with model validation, as the term is
used in this paper. However, Sargent's list introduces the notion of peer review, not
only of model results, but also of the structure and development of a model. Voss
(1990) also recognizes the potential role of peer review as a source of evidence regarding
the validity of models.
In summary, five types of evidence have been identified that could contribute to model
validation:
1. Falsification data

-

experimental evidence that a model is invalid.

2. Positive evidence -- experimental evidence that a model "works," i.e., that the
model is able to explain experimental observations.
3. Statistical estimates -- subjective weights measuring the scope of experimental
data and the goodness of fit between experimental data and model results.
4. Mechanistic understanding -- a theoretical or well-founded experimental
understanding of the cause-and-effect relationships described by a model.
5. Peer review - individuals knowledgeable in a scientific discipline agree that a
model is either valid or invalid.
A validation strategy needs to determine which of these types of information will be used
so that appropriate plans can be developed to produce the required information.
7.2.2 How much validation is enough?
Many authors recognize a distinction between the scientific goal of validation versus
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validation for regulatory purposes. As Davis, et al. (1991) emphasized:
The desire for validated models arises from a decision-making framework, either
for designing a repository or for providing assurance that the assessment of longterm repository performance is meaningful. In licensing a HLW repository, the
distinction between a scientific approach to developing and testing models and the
regulatory approach for validating models is critical. For one, the pure scientific
approach, generally, would ask for a complete and detailed explanation for all
observed phenomena and is not concerned with the specific application of science.
Whereas, the regulatory approach would ask only for an adequate description of
the phenomena for a given purpose (e.g., for the licensing of a repository). Thus,
a bounding or conservative model may be adequate for regulatory purposes but,
by definition, not provide a detailed description of all phenomena.
Davis, et al. go on to argue that the adequacy of a model, for regulatory purposes, will
be a subjective decision to be made by the regulator and suggest that the regulator base
his decision on the following criteria:
1.

Whether or not the types of validation tests are relevant to the intended use
of the model;

2.

How well the models were able to simulate the validation tests;

3.

How many validation tests are sufficient before the models can be applied to
a particular site; and

4.

How well the site-specific information conforms with the model's description
of the site.

On the other hand, some authors seem not to distinguish between scientific and
regulatory validation. Niederer (1990), citing Kuhn (1970), argues that:
The role of falsification and positive evidence is generally accepted but neither is
considered as sufficient to prove a theory. What then is the additional ingredient
that establishes a theory as true?

The most recent and - in our context - most

interesting answer was given by Thomas Kuhn, and the answer is surprising and
perhaps not very flattering for the make-believe strictness of the supposedly exact
sciences. After analyzing many so-called scientific revolutions and taking into
account psychological aspects - which cannot be neglected because science, after
all, is made by human beings - Kuhn concludes that the proof of a scientific theory
largely rests on consensus. In other words, and to put it simply and brutally, a
scientific theory by definition is true if it has gained broad consensus among the
experts of that particular science.
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Neuman (1992) agrees with Niederer's conclusion, stating that "Validation is the gradual
building of confidence among scientists, and thereby among the public, that . . .
understanding is being developed on the basis of a vigorous and rigorous research
program."

Voss (1990) is less demanding than Niederer and Neuman. Voss would subject a model
to peer review by a technical review committee and would have the review committee
develop its own criteria for determining when the validity of a model has been
adequately demonstrated. A broad consensus within a scientific discipline would not be
required.
This diversity of views indicates that a fundamental issue to be addressed in a validation
strategy is the question of how much validation information is adequate for repository
licensing purposes.
7.2.3 Other issues.
Eisenberg (1990) and Nicholson, et al. (1992) discuss a number of detailed issues
associated with model validation, including considerations for collecting data to be used
for validation and development of performance measures to be used when comparing
model predictions with experimental results. In general, these issues are elaborations on
the two major issues discussed in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, above. Therefore, no further
evaluation of those papers will be presented here.
7.3

Content of a Validation Strategy

When used in a regulatory context, this document interprets "validation" to mean
demonstrating that a model is sufficiently accurate for the purpose for which the model
is used. With this interpretation, there is no unique answer to the question "How much
validation is enough?" Rather, the answer will differ depending on the applications of
different models, and may even differ for different applications of a single model.
Nevertheless, an iterative process of repository system design, identification of important
models, and validation testing may allow a repository developer and regulator to reach
agreement (with public input) on the degree of validation needed for each model used in
a repository performance assessment.
An iterative process should be used for determining acceptable levels of performance for
each component of an overall repository system. Based on the safety standards for the
performance of the entire repository system, an initial design is made before site
characterization begins. This initial design describes (1) the level of performance
expected for the natural barriers, (2) the level of performance to be obtained from
engineered barriers, (3) the level of confidence anticipated for each projection of
performance, and (4) the safety factors, margins for error, or redundancy among
barriers (if any) to be incorporated into the design of the repository system. Included in
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the description of the level of confidence for projecting performance should be the
developer's plans for validating any models to be used.
The initial repository design provides a mechanism for the repository developer and the
regulator to determine (with public input) whether proposed plans for model validation
will be adequate. The initial plans for validation should be periodically confirmed (or
revised, if necessary) as site characterization and engineered barrier development
progress. An iterative program combining design, testing and performance assessments
is expected to permit validation of models to the extent needed, without requiring
excessive validation of models that provide bounding approximations or which are
relatively unimportant for projecting overall repository performance.
7.4

Some Additional "Good Practices" for Validation.

When implementing the general validation strategy described above, some "good
practices" may prove helpful for efficiently validating models in an acceptable manner.
These include the following.
1. Identify potential alternative models and design tests that will discriminate between
the alternatives and the preferred model.
2. Design experiments that will enhance the fundamental understanding of important
processes included in a model.
3. To the extent practical, design experiments to test models over the type and range of
conditions for which the models will be used. When it is impractical to test over the full
range, as will often be the case for repository models, use of accelerated testing or other
methods may be needed. Tests should be designed to identify the conditions for which
model results will be invalid.
4. Ensure that generally accepted scientific principles (e.g., those describing flow of
groundwater through a porous matrix) apply to the actual conditions anticipated for a
specific repository.
5. If a single model must be divided into two or more submodels, it will generally not
be adequate to validate the submodels individually. In addition, tests should be
designed to validate the combination of submodels as the combination will be used for
repository performance assessments.
6. Data used to develop or calibrate a model cannot be used to validate that model.
7. If a model is intended to be conservative rather than realistic (i.e., to overestimate
potential repository impacts), tests should be designed to verify that the model is, in
fact, conservative.
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8. Maintain thorough records of model development and testing, and subject these
records to periodic peer reviews during the development and testing process.
7.5

Summary

The goals of validation are to establish the scientific credibility of each model and to
demonstrate that each model is sufficiently accurate for the purpose for which the model
is used. It is not necessary to demonstrate that a model is an accurate representation of
reality. On the contrary, a deliberately simplified, but conservative model may be
easier to validate, and easier to use, compared to a more realistic model. An iterative
process of repository design, identification of important models, and validation testing
will help the repository developer, the regulator, the technical community and the public
forge a consensus on model validity.
7.1

Purpose for a Validation Strategy (SKI)

From the discussions in previous chapters, especially Chapters 1 and 2, it is quite
evident that procedures, or a strategy, should be developed for assurance of the validity
of models applied in a performance assessment. It will be the responsibility of the
licensee to establish such procedures and document them as well as the results of the
validation efforts.
In addition, the regulating bodies should establish, independently, a strategy for
validation of their own performance assessment models, as well as procedures for review
of the licensees accomplishments in this area.
Clearly, the objective of these efforts should be a framework facilitating the acceptance
(or rejection) of models, based on as a transparent and logical reasoning as possible.
In order to be efficient, validation strategies should be established in the early phases of
a disposal program. For programs well under way this issue should be assigned a high
priority.
Validation strategies should be developed in parallel within the regulating and
implementing bodies. The final strategy should be based on a mutual exchange of ideas,
peer reviews and consensus within the international scientific community, The final
guidelines or rules for a validation strategy will be decided by the regulating body
before the last phase of the licensing procedure.
Thus, a validation strategy contains two main components,
- the system established and implemented for achieving validation, i.e. the
operational procedures;[= 7.3 Development of ... ]
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- the description of the strategy and its results, not least in the license application,
i.e. the don
of validation efforts. 1= 7.4 Documentation ... I
In a license application the document describing the employed validation strategy will be
of great importance in judging the credibility of safety analysis calculations. As
mentioned in Chapter 1 (?) this a necessary but not sufficient step in building of
confidence for the integrated performance assessment, however.
7.2

Issues to be Addressed by a Validation Strategy

Obviously, a validation strategy must be based on a definition of what models, concepts,
data etc that should be considered for validation. The discussion of the scope of this
document in Chapter 1 may be useful in this context.
An important part will be the identification of models to be validated, considering their
relative importance for the overall safety case. This can only be achieved based on
recurrent performance assessments for relevant sites. Thus, it is not sufficient to rely on
generic studies for this purpose.
In addition, relevant scenarios and the role of different models in those should be
investigated.
Another important element of a strategy is the determination of performance measures
of models and appropriate criteria for judging when an acceptable degree of validation
has been achieved. Quantitative criteria will be difficult or even impossible to apply in
many cases. Alternative procedures might be to list issues related to the models and
discuss what further studies could apply in each case.
The next step would be the planning and running of those experiments and other
investigations derived according to above.
Natural analogues may play an important part in the study of trace element behavior in
the geological environment, for checking of completeness and judging of process
relevance.
Control stations should be scheduled, e.g. for peer and regulator review of the program
and the results.
The more formal organization of the validation framework should also be considered as
well as the documentation. In both cases there are good reasons to consider the
structure needed in the fmal licensing documents.
7.3 Procedures of a Validation Strategy
7.3.1 Operational procedures for achieving validation
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A necessary component of a validation strategy is the establishment of an operational
procedure for achieving validation.
(This section can be omitted, covered by 7.2)
7.3.2 Determination of relatively important submodels and assumptions to be validated
The targets for validation efforts in waste disposal may generally be summarized in the
following principle formulated in (SKI 90:15).
- "all models used to derive conclusions which are important for the safety of a waste
disposal system have to be validated for application to that particular system"
As concluded in chapter 3 it appears to be clear that Performance Assessment is a practical
approach for planning validation efforts and allocating resources. Sensitivity analyses in
the performance assessment give direct guidance on which uncertainties in processes and
features that directly affects the capability of predicting repository safety. For example,
most performance assessments of repositories in saturated crystalline rock show that
- coupled release and transport mechanisms in the near-field
and
-

spatial structure and resulting transport properties of the far-field

are likely to be prime candidates for validation efforts. Similarly, performance assessments
of repositories in unsaturated tuff shows that
- (e.g., provide an example)

and
-

(e.g., provide a second example)

require further validation efforts.
In using performance assessments as a tool for identifying validation needs, it also has to
remembered that implicit assumptions in the assessments, omission of processes or
couplings may strongly affect the outcome of the assessment. Furthermore, validation is
more crucial in areas where a large body of scientific or technical experience is yet missing,
as noted in (SKI 90:15).
Still a complete understanding of the repository and the repository site is never attainable.
Instead, iterations between performance assessment and systematic review of these
assessment leading to updated judgements of the relative importance of various submodels
and assumptions, appear to be the best approach.
7.3.3 Steps & Criteria to be addressed in a validation strategy
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This section is covered by 7.3.1
7.3.4 Approaches and Methods for Achieving Validation
In order to obtain confidence in modelling results the first requirement is a documented
sound scientific reasoning identifying what aspect of the model is based on accepted science
and what aspects are potential sources of uncertainty. However, careful review based on
such reasoning often results in too wide ranges of uncertainty in the modelling results.
Experiences in validation efforts, as discussed in section 4 to 6 above, give guidance on how
to further reduce uncertainty.
(More could be added after completion of sections 4, 5 and 6!!!!).
Need for experiments
Progress in validation must be based on experimental evidence. This is true both for non
site specific issues, like coupled near-field phenomena, as well as for cases where the
validation issue is to show that a particular process or structure is applicable to a specific
site. In these latter cases the validation problem is to show how well the experiment
(measurements) made in the site characterization really characterize the site. This will
generally require experiments both at the actual site as well as at other sites in order to
confirm the reliance of the site characterization techniques.
Planning and analysis of the experiment
When analyzing an experiment it is necessary to explore whether the information in the
experiment even potentially can resolve the validation issue. Fruitful approaches are to
- model experiment using different underlying models - quantify the degree of
insufficiency!

- try different experimental setups. Many experiments performed on different scales
etc are usually needed
- consistent explanation of all data

- analyze errors and biases introduced in the experimental technique
In light of these experiences it should be stressed that experiments should be planned based
on a systematic analysis of their potential for resolving validation issues. There is a great
risk that experiments performed without such careful planning provide little new insight.
Long term monitoring and natural analogues
In order to increase the temporal and spatial scale long term experiments including natural
analogues (NA) should be used. Furthermore, the potential of using other natural
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experiments such as seasonal variations, earth tides, salinity distribution etc. should be
explored. However, its should be stressed that safety cannot be demonstrated by direct
analogy to an experiment.
The time scale available in long term monitoring is still very short compared to the time
scales to be considered in the performance assessment. The major drawbacks of natural
analogues is of course their complexity. The problem of demonstrating full understanding
of an analogue, with unknown historic evolution is similar to showing understanding of the
development of a repository into an unknown future. In addition, the question can always
be raised if the studied analogue has any relation to the repository site.
Still long term experiments and natural analogues makes it possible to study coupled
systems. This constitutes an invaluable check that no essential process or coupling effect
has been omitted. Furthermore, even a qualitative fit between standard performance
assessment models and results from long term experiments provides increased confidence in
the model.
7.3.5 Consideration of Acceptance Criteria for Judging Validation
In light of the discussion above it should be apparent that it not possible to present strict
quantitative criteria for judging validation. However, validation is not only a judgmental
process. Quantitative analysis is essential and it is possible to identify some elements
necessary for validation.
Experiments, models, analyses and other reasoning should be openly and transparently
documented in order to make possible a comprehensive review. Review, including
international cooperative efforts, is fundamental in judging validation, but it should also be
emphasized that review efforts are useless unless the material to be reviewed finds support
from quantitative analyses of experiments.
When comparing model results with experimental data the key question is to what extent
the agreement between model and data is relevant to the performance assessment issue.
General rules on acceptable fits cannot be formulated. In particular, it should be
emphasized that the application of strict statistical tests on acceptable fits to a data set
irrelevant to performance assessment may indeed be misleading. Misinterpretation of
experimental noise or strong influence of processes of little relevance to repository
performance may in fact lead to a poor fit with a good model or a good fit with a bad
model. Instead, the key to answering the rst question is extrapolation of
the model to the situation where it is applied in the performance assessment.
The degree of reliance could be judged from the deviation between results of different
models all fairly well predicting the data in the performed experiment. In fact, it is
essential to actively search for different conceptual models and different site interpretations
and quantify to what extent these different models create differences in the performance
assessment.
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It may also be stated that a model with acceptable fits and with parameters that are
physically reasonable and give an overall consistent picture will enhance confidence in the
model, even if this is not a proof of validation. However, attention on the question of
independent data, as noted in (SKI 90:15), is motivated. More often than not the
parameters used as input to the model are not directly measurable but are derived through
a parameter model. It may happen that the model itself is used as or influencing the
parameter model.
7.4 Documentation of Validation and its Relationship with PA
Activities
In some respects the requirement on documentation of validation procedures is the same as
for a quality assurance system. Appropriate procedures have to be established. It should be
possible to control the procedures. The procedures have to be well documented and
possible to audit.
In a Performance Assessment Report for a Repository, documentation of validation will be
a very important part. This documentation needs to build on a format of the kind
described previously.
Responsible for the Validation as such and for the documentation of the Validation
Procedure is the Implementor. Regulatory guidance should be given on what requirement
that have to be met. The requirements should however not be so detailed in nature that
alternative, adequate procedures for validation wil risk to be excluded.
Also the Regulator must submit himself to the same requirements as he will impose on the
Implementor. Thus this very document gives guidance on procedures to be followed both
by the Implementor and by the Regulator.
8.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIES
(To be developed jointly by NRC & SKI staff following completion of Chapters 1-7)
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